
LEADERSHIP TEAM SUMMER 23/24 

 

CAMERON REDHEAD 

Cameron is our current Referee Coordinator who oversees rostering, 

mentoring, developing, and helping our referees at Rockingham progress 

through the refereeing pathway in WA. Cameron has experience refereeing 

at elite WABL level. Having completed his 3 years in BWA’s Referee 

Development Program he received his Level 1 Advanced Qualification 

where he continued to referee WABL and was exposed to Championship 

level games on a weekly basis.  

Cameron: “I am excited for what our Summer 23/24 season looks like for 

our referee pool. This new leadership team will help hold our referees 

accountable on a nightly basis and strive for excellence every time we step 

on the floor. We will not always get it right, but I believe we have the commitment and buy-

in now to ensure we learn from each game and better ourselves for the next one. Looking 

forward to a big season of development with our awesome referee family!” 

Cameron has put together a team of senior officials known as our Leadership Team who will 

continue to work with our referees as educators, mentors, and support personnel. Please 

meet the team below: 

CLINTON CROSS 

Clinton is a current Level 3 referee who has been officiating in the SBL/NBL1 

competitions for 10 seasons. He commenced his refereeing journey in 2000 

and has worked to develop junior referees at various clubs around Perth 

during this time. 

Clinton: “I am looking forward to sharing my knowledge and experience 

with the next generation of referees as they embark on their emerging 

refereeing journey.” 

 

SHEREE NEW 

Sheree started refereeing only 3 years ago as she saw the need for more adult 

referees and thought it would be a great way to keep fit. Sheree has learnt a lot, 

built relationships and continues to learn something from every game off our 

experienced referees and ref coaches. Sheree always strives to referee at a high 

standard all the time. 

Sheree: “The best part of refereeing is our Rockingham referee family. It’s an 
extension of my own family, we are tight knit, we have a great bond with each 
other and continually strive to motivate, learn and challenge ourselves. I’m 
looking forward to mentoring/educating our younger referees and giving them 
the tools, they need to succeed and be confident in their refereeing journey.” 



TOMMI LEHTINEN 

Tommi is one of our referees and referee coaches here at Rockingham. 

He has been involved with our referee program for a decade, holding a 

level one accreditation in both refereeing and as a referee coach. He 

has also coached at both a domestic and WABL level. 

 

 

 

 

KANE HEATH 

Kane is a level 1 referee and has been refereeing for the RBRA for 4 

years now. In that time Kane has received his Level 1 accreditation 

and refereed WABL Finals series, receiving a grand final in 2023. 

Kane: “I’m excited to be in the new referee leadership team and see 

how this team can work together to evolve the referee program at 

Rockingham.” 

 

JACK EATON 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JACOB MCCARRON 

 


